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"" Elliptical galaxies represent a fascinating combination of com Dressler et al. 1987; Djorgovski & Davis 1987) differed from the plexity and regularity. A leading theory for the origin ofearly-type virial scaling, indicating a "tilt" relative to the expectation for galaxies is based on mergers ofdisk galaxies (Toomre & Toornre homologous systems. The FP tilt implied that the mass-to-light 1972; Toomre 1977) and likely involves gas dissipation, star for ratio MIL likely varies as a function of galaxy mass or luminosity mation, and supennassive black hole feedback (Barnes 1992;  as Barnes & Hernquist 1992 , 1996 Mihos & Hernquist 1994 , 1996 Di Matteo et al. 2005 ) in addition to stellar dynamics. Despite their M complex origins, early-type galaxies obey a regular set of scaling
L ' relations that connect their photometric and kinematic properties, most notably the relation between effective radius R., central stel within the range ' "Y :::::: t-to Faber et al. (1987) Davis 1987) or structural properties, and the relative distribution of dark and baryonic matter. In principle, each of these effects may also (1) introduce a systematic tilt into the observed FP if they vary as a function of elliptical galaxy mass. The virial theorem can be used to calculate this relation for homol
The purpose of the current paper is to gauge the importance ogous systems, which gives Q = 2, (3 = 1 (e.g., Faber et al. 1987, of various contributions to the tilt in the observed FP in the con hereafter the "virial scaling").
text ofthe scenario where elliptical galaxies fonn from mergers. While the observational determination of the FP was origi Using hundreds of simulated galaxy mergers that include the nally motivated as a precise distance indicator to improve on the physics of gas cooling, star fonnation, supernova feedback, and previously known luminosity-velocity dispersion (L-(J) relation black hole accretion and feedback, we detennine that gas dis (Faber & Jackson 1976) , the importance of the FP scalings and sipation may significantly contribute to the tilt of the observed its correspondingly small scatter for theories of elliptical galaxy FP, in addition to tilt induced by MIL trends from stellar popu lations. We propose that elliptical galaxies initially fonn in gas l Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics, 60 Garden Street, Cambridge, rich mergers from disk galaxy progenitors whose gas fractions 
Full-Model Disk Simulations
Introducing the effects ofblack hole feedback through the full model simulations produces a set of fundamental scaling rela tions similar to those in dissipational mergers without black holes. The FP produced by the full-model simulations yields nearly the same FP scalings (Q = 1.55, /3 = 0.82) and tilt (2 = 0.79) as the dissipational simulations (see §4.2), and is similar to the observed near-IR scalings (Pahre et al. 1998b ). These sim ulated remnants exhibit a scatter about their mean FP of (.6.
2 ) 1/2 = 0.062, comparable to both the observed scatter in the FP at optical wavelengths (e.g., Bemardi eta!' 2003a) and that produced by the dissipational simulations. Black hole feedback causes the full model remnants to be slightly larger than the dissipational model remnants as feedback-driven winds remove gaseous material from the innermost regions of the remnants that would otherwise con tribute to the central stellar content. Figure 5 shows the full-model remnants produced by mergers appropriate for various redshifts on nearly radial, parabolic orbits. The resultant FP relation is roughly independent of the redshift scalings of the progenitor systems and the location of remnants within the FP is fairly in sensitive to the orientations ofthe disks (purple pentagons; see Table 2 ) and orbital configuration (orange hexagons; see Table 2 ). As these simulations indicate, varying the total angular momen tum by changing either the orientation of the disks (spin) or the pericentric passage distance (orbital) does not strongly influence the FP of the remnants. Typically the angular momentum of the orbit only influences the effective radii of the remnants, with the velocity dispersion and surface mass density changing in a com pensating fashion to maintain the FP scalings. In addition, varying /.:. the concentration ofthe dark matter halo by a factor of~2.5 does little to change the FP seatings (cyan triangles).
The influence of angular momentum on the remnant proper ties is plainly visible in the Re-M* relation for the full-model simulations (Fig. 6) . As is evident in the FP scalings, simulated mergers appropriate for redshifts z = 0-6 produce results very similar to the dissipational runs with a comparable Re-M* scaling (1-£ = 0.57) and slightly larger remnants. However, varying the angular momentum ofthe merging system through changing the progenitor disk orientations (purple pentagons) and pericentric passage distances for several orientations (orange hexagons) can as much as double the average effective radius of the remnant produced by the same progenitors. The dark matter halo concen tration also has a noticeable effect on the galaxy size (cyan tri angles). We reiterate that these changes in the effective radius only induce a spread parallel to the FP (see above). Moreover, as is the case for the dissipational simulations without black hole growth, the Re-M* relation for the full-model remnants would only benefit from subsequent remerging or more cosmologically representative orbits by increasing R e .
Spheroidal Simulations
As demonstrated in § § 4.1-4.3, the merging ofdissipationless disk galaxies produces an FP with almost no tilt relative to the virial plane and a Re-M* relation that is shallower than observed while ~as-rich disk galaxies yield FP relations with substantial tilt and reasonable Re-M* scalings. A natural extension of these calculations is to test whether the subsequent merging of the
